DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS MATERIALS TARGETING HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS AND FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND COSMETICS COMPANIES.

> MEDEXACT FRANCE
> CEGEDIM-MEDIA FRANCE
> FUTURAMEDIA FRANCE

MedExact > Digital marketing materials targeting the doctors, pharmacists and allied health professionals who use Cegedim software products.

Cegedim-MEDIA > The leader in communications inside pharmacies and branded health and wellness shops.

Futuramedia > Digital communications solutions for groups of pharmacies and independent pharmacies.

CEGEDIM E-BUSINESS

DIGITIZED DATA EXCHANGE AND PROCESSES FOR ALL TYPES OF BUSINESS

> CEGEDIM EDI FRANCE, BELGIUM
> GIS EUROPE
> CGP EUROPE
> HOSPITALIS FRANCE
> QUALITRANS-TELEPHARMA FRANCE
> CG CALL FRANCE

Cegedim EDI > Financial documentation and supply chain management for all types of business.

Global Information Services, GIS > Document and process digitization for every type and size of business.

Cegedim Global Payments, CGP > Management of SEPA mandates and all types of payment reception generally, as well as electronic signature servers.

Hospitalis > Supply chain platform tailored to hospitals.

Qualitrans-Telepharma > Collection point for electronic reimbursement forms generated by pharmacies.

CG Call > Multichannel sales and marketing solution for pharmaceutical companies.
CEGEDIM HEALTHCARE SOFTWARE

COMPUTERIZATION OF HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

A CONNECTED HEALTHCARE ECOSYSTEM THAT LETS HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS COMMUNICATE BETWEEN THEM AND WITH PATIENTS.

> SMART RX FRANCE
> CEGEDIM RX UNITED KINGDOM
> CEGEDIM RX ROMANIA
SOFTWARE FOR PHARMACISTS

Cegedim Logiciel Médicaux > Specializing in solo doctors (primary care and specialists) in France, health clinics, multidisciplinary health centers, and more.

Cegedim Rx > For medical practices in Romania.

INPS (Vision) > For primary care clinics in the UK.

HDMP > For primary care and occupational health physicians, and urgent and preventative care centers in Belgium.

Millennium > For primary care and pediatric doctors in Italy.

RM Ingénierie > Comprehensive range of software for nurses, physical therapists, speech therapists, ophthalmologists, midwives, and podiatrists.

Resip / BCB > Medication database offering assistance with prescription, fulfillment, and medical product.
Cetip > The leader in third-party payment management with its SP santé and iSanté brands. More than €3 billion in benefits paid annually.

Cetip’s iGestion brand offers outsourced management services for supplemental health insurance and personal protection insurance.

Cegeles Actim > The leader in software and services for the personal insurance sector – supplemental health insurance, mandatory schemes, personal protection – in France and the UK.

Activus > One of the UK’s leading publishers of health insurance and personal protection insurance software.
HR
OUTSOURCED PAYROLL AND HR MANAGEMENT FOR ALL BUSINESS SECTOR

COMPREHENSIVE, MODULAR HRIS PLATFORM IN SAAS FORMAT NOW USED BY MORE THAN 250 CLIENTS.

Cegedim SRH > Teams™ Solution, for large corporates and mid-market companies; includes career and skills management, as well as HR process and document digitization.

Rue de la paye > Digital payroll offerings for France’s 2 million SMEs and small businesses, and notably for the thousands of healthcare professionals that are already Cegedim Group clients.

OTHER SERVICES
MEDICAL SAMPLE MANAGEMENT, HOSTING, IT SERVICES, AND BPO

-> PHARMASTOCK  FRANCE
-> CEGEDIM.CLOUD  FRANCE
-> CEGEDIM OUTSOURCING FRANCE AND MOROCCO

Pharmastock > Management for medical samples and promotional materials.

Cegedim.cloud > Critical applications and medical records hosting.

Five datacenters: France, UK, Switzerland, and US. Certified to host medical records.

Cegedim Outsourcing > IT infrastructure and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) specialist with platforms in France, Romania, and Morocco.

DATA
SALES STATISTICS FOR HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS

DATA AND ANALYSIS OF PRODUCT SALES FOR THE HEALTHCARE MARKET USING A UNIQUE DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM. DATA EQUIVALENT TO 2 TIMES THE BNF (THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF FRANCE).

GERS DATA  FRANCE
CCI ROMANIA
THIN UNITED KINGDOM
SALES STATISTICS FOR HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS

GERS Data (France) > Offering covers all healthcare professionals and all distribution channels both inside and outside of hospitals.

Cegedim Customer Information (Romania) > Sales statistics for pharmaceutical products.

Thin (UK) > Covers primary care practices and distribution channels outside of hospitals.

DATA EQUIVALENT TO 2 TIMES THE BNF (THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF FRANCE).